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💣RageTweets💣

Trump signals bad news coming out of New York in
extended rant against state investigations re Trump
Foundation

NYAG: Trump Foundation Will Dissolve, Accused of
‘Shocking Pattern of Illegality’

Or did he confuse Trump Foundation with Trump Org? 
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💣RageTweets2💣

New study shows RU propaganda may really have helped Trump

The study does not prove RU interference swung the election to Trump. But it did

find Trump's poll #s improved when RU trolls were active.

Ivanka Tests Her Diplomatic Chops and Riles a Legion of Critics

💣RageTweets3💣

Trump’s Making the World Safer for Autocrats (TOC), Western Liberal Democracy,

not so much. 

Vladimir Putin, Recep Tayyip Erdogan & Saudi’s MbS, basked in Trump's attention,

humor and respect

TOC vs WLD

Ex-Judge Hit With $2.85M Suit Over Probation Power Grab
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💣RageTweets4💣

Now is the time for Democrats to engage on foreign policy

What say you @TheDemocrats? 

What say you about TOC (Putin/XI/TeamTrump, etc vs Western Liberal Democracy?

Time to focus on preserving/protecting WLD, rather than the extreme issues that

divide us.

0:00

💣RageTweets5💣

Russian intelligence officer ‘commanded Salisbury attack

Melted Alaska sea ice alarms coast residents, scientists
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Israeli war jets struck Syrian military positions from Lebanese airspace in the areas

surrounding Damascus and the province of Homs

💣RageTweets6💣

Hunt Will Decide by 9/30 If Brexit Deal ‘Realistic’

The lawsuits that could bankrupt the opioid industry

The state of OK is trying to convince a judge that Johnson & Johnson is legally

responsible for the epidemic of addiction & death caused by opioids

0:00

💣RageTweets7💣

Pride Parade: 50 Years After Stonewall, a Joyous & Resolute Celebration

Amid a rainbow palette and high spirits, there was sober awareness of the past

struggles and present-day challenges faced by the LGBQT community. 

US May Settle for a Nuclear Freeze by NK
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💣RageTweets8💣

US is underestimating Putin's "grand strategy" for RU dominance

The unwillingness of W experts & gov’t to confront the ideological, as well as political

& military, aspects of our rivalry w/ RU means that the threat of significant armed

conflict is rising

💣Rage💣

US Intel is charged with monitoring & assessing the intentions, capabilities, & actions

of foreign actors; it does not analyze US political processes or public opinion.

“We did not make an assessment of the impact that RU activities had on the outcome

of the 2016 elex”
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💣RageTweets10💣

Hong Kong police move to forcibly clear thousands of protesters occupying the area

around and inside legislative building

Indian diplomat:”We regard Ivanka Trump the way we do half-wit Saudi princes. It's

in our national interest to flatter them.”

💣RageTweets11💣

Should We Call Detention Centers Concentration Camps?

A better historical analog would be the internment camps of Vichy France. 

But that’s no compliment.

Bottom line: debating the name is a hair on fire provocation & does not solve the

problem
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💣RageTweets11💣

Pavel Fuks earned an estimated $270 million in the post-Soviet real estate boom in

Moscow, and negotiated with Trump around 2006 or 2007 Trump Tower deal in

Moscow, hired Giuliani, to assist with US investment in his home town in Ukraine.

💣RageTweets12💣

Giuliani’s overseas work in E Europe, the ME & S America is under scrutiny as it is

difficult to separate that work from his close relationship w/ the president.

Fuks paid $200,000 for V.I.P. access to Trump’s inauguration, but never received the

promised tix.
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💣RageTweets13💣

Senator C.S. Murphy of CT asked the Senate Foreign Relations Committee to

investigate, accused Giuliani of “operating a shadow foreign policy apparatus aimed

at influencing upcoming US. elections.”

Broward Sheriff's Office Loses Accreditation After Shootings

💣RageTweets14💣

The leader of the al-Qaeda-linked Jemaah Islamiyah network has been arrested in

Jakarta after eluding capture since 2003.

Sanford Health, top Sioux Falls surgeon defrauded millions from gov’t, complaint

alleges

#MedicareFraud 

Mobsters♥ Medicare
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💣RageTweets16💣

Iran Breaches Limit on Enriched Uranium Under Nuclear Accord

Johnson and Hunt’s Brexit pledges irresponsible, say manufacturers

Russia paid radio broadcaster $1.4 million to air Kremlin propaganda in DC

Facebook's Civil Rights Audit 'Woefully Inadequate,'

💣RageTweets17💣

UN court judge quits The Hague citing US political interference | International
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criminal court

Christoph Flügge, a German judge, claimed the US had threatened judges after moves

were made to examine the conduct of US soldiers in Afghanistan.

💣RageTweets18💣

Embassy Says Russia Denied Medical Care for Jailed American Whelan

In an astonishing turn, George Soros and Charles Koch team up to end US ‘forever

war’ policy 🐴👠

#AmericanOligarchs 

Iran amasses more enriched uranium than allowed under pact, denies breach

💣RageTweets19💣

HK: Protesters storm and deface parliament on handover anniversary 

Japan resumes commercial whaling after 30 years

Kamala Harris & Classmates Were Bused Across Berkeley. The Experience Changed
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Them.

Buttigieg Raises $24.8M in Quarter, Continuing 2020 Surge

💣RageTweets20💣

Mueller Report Shows Depth of Connections Between Trump Campaign and

Russians

Trump & 18 of his associates had at least 140 contacts with Russian nationals &

WikiLeaks, or their intermediaries, during the 2016 campaign & transition.

0:00

💣RageTweets22💣

Sarin possibly found at a Facebook mailing facility in California, no employees

exposed

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D-b9xEUUcAAuHbF.jpg


Trump's House allies lie in wait for Mueller

Democrats aren’t the only ones in Congress dying to hear from the former special

counsel.

Sarin possibly found at a Facebook mailing facility in California, no employees

exposed 

Sarin possibly found at a Facebook mailing facility in California, no em…
Hazardous material teams are investigating the possible presence of the nerve
agent sarin at a Facebook mailing facility in Menlo Park, California, authorities said
Monday.

https://www.cnn.com/2019/07/01/us/possible-sarin-expossure-facebook-mailing-facility…

Inside the Secret Border Patrol Facebook Group Where Agents Joke About Migrant

Deaths and Post Sexist Memes

#4Chan #8Chan 
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Inside the Secret Border Patrol Facebook Group Where Agents Joke A…
The three-year-old group, which has roughly 9,500 members, shared derogatory
comments about Latina lawmakers who plan to visit a controversial Texas detention
facility on Monday, calling them “scum b…

https://www.propublica.org/article/secret-border-patrol-facebook-group-agents-joke-ab…

New study shows Russian propaganda may really have helped Trump

The study does not prove Russian interference swung the election to Trump. But it

did find Trump's poll numbers improved when Russian trolls were active.

New study: Russian propaganda may really have helped Trump in 2016
The University of Tennessee study seems to show Trump's poll numbers went up
when social media accounts linked to Russia's Internet Research Agency were
active.

https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/new-study-shows-russian-propaganda…

Trump’s Making the World Safer for Autocrats (TOC), Western Liberal Democracy,

not so much. 

Vladimir Putin, Turkish leader Recep Tayyip Erdogan and Saudi Arabia’s Crown

Prince, Mohammed bin Salman, basked in Trump's attention, humor and respect

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-07-01/trump-s-making-the-world-

safer-for-autocrats

‼ Resource‼ 

Russian Strategic Intentions 
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Pentagon Russia
Source document contributed to DocumentCloud by Zach Basu (Axios).

https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/6177953-Pentagon-Russia.html

Declaration of Independence

Eric Garland
@ericgarland

<THREAD> A NEW DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE

When in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for 
one nation to remove from office a cabal of corrupt traitors, a 
decent respect to the opinions of all its citizens requires that they 
should declare their just reasons.

682 6:18 PM - Jul 1, 2019

392 people are talking about this

US is underestimating Putin's "grand strategy" for RU dominance

The unwillingness of W experts & gov’t to confront the ideological, as well as political

& military, aspects of our rivalry w/ RU means that the threat of significant armed

conflict is rising
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The U.S. is underestimating Putin's "grand strategy" for Russian domi…
Polarized domestic politics are hampering the U.S.' ability to combat Russia
abroad.

https://www.axios.com/vladimir-putin-russia-grand-strategy-us-elections-d4f77dad-d3a…

‼ ICYMI‼ 

Mueller Report Shows Depth of Connections Between Trump

Campaign and Russians

Trump & 18 of his associates had at least 140 contacts with Russian nationals &

WikiLeaks, or their intermediaries, during the 2016 campaign & transition.

Mueller Report Shows Depth of Connections Between Trump Campaig…
Donald J. Trump and 18 of his associates had at least 140 contacts with Russian
nationals and WikiLeaks, or their intermediaries, during the 2016 campaign and
presidential transition.

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2019/01/26/us/politics/trump-contacts-russians-wi…

Trump’s love note to Putin in 2013

Adam Pol
@adam_pol15

Replying to @MichaelRCaputo

It sure missed this part from November 2013:
252 2:49 PM - Jul 1, 2019
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Democrats have been dying to hear directly from special counsel Robert Mueller for
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months, but they're not alone. 

Trump's GOP allies in Congress are salivating at the chance to bruise Mueller's

reputation and cast doubt on the integrity of his work.

Trump's House allies lie in wait for Mueller
Democrats aren't the only ones in Congress dying to hear from the former special
counsel.

https://www.politico.com/story/2019/07/01/house-republicans-robert-mueller-testimony-…

The man believed to be the leader of the al-Qaeda-linked Jemaah Islamiyah network

has been arrested in Jakarta after eluding capture since 2003.

Indonesia arrests suspected leader of Jemaah Islamiyah
The man believed to be the leader of the al-Qaeda-linked Jemaah Islamiyah
network has been arrested in Jakarta after eluding capture since 2003.

https://www.sbs.com.au/news/indonesia-arrests-suspected-leader-of-jemaah-islamiyah

UN court judge quits The Hague citing US political interference | International

criminal court

Christoph Flügge, a German judge, claimed the US had threatened judges after moves

were made to examine the conduct of US soldiers in Afghanistan.
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UN court judge quits The Hague citing political interference
Christoph Flügge warns over ‘shocking’ moves by Trump administration and Turkey

https://www.theguardian.com/law/2019/jan/28/international-criminal-court-icc-judge-chr…

🏵Excellent Thread🏵

Robert E Kelly
@Robert_E_Kelly

There's been some Trump-Kim summit commentary of the 
variety: 'well, it doesn't hurt that Trump & Kim meet even if it's 
kinda gimmicky,' or 'hey, at least we're not on the brink of a huge 
war anymore.' This is thin. 1. There are costs; they're just 
intangible and a little hard /1

325 7:05 PM - Jul 1, 2019

183 people are talking about this

Ivanka Trump Tests Her Diplomatic Chops and Riles a Legion of Critics

#UnwantedIvanka 

Ivanka Trump Tests Her Diplomatic Chops and Riles a Legion of Critics
President Trump’s elder daughter used a G20 summit and then the Demilitarized
Zone to test her role as budding stateswoman for the administration.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/01/us/politics/ivanka-trump-north-korea-g20.html

Russian intelligence officer ‘commanded Salisbury attack

Russian intelligence officer 'commanded Salisbury attack'
According to investigative website Bellingcat, Denis Sergeyev, a member of the
GRU, supervised and coordinated the Salisbury Novichok attack.

https://metro.co.uk/2019/06/29/russian-intelligence-officer-commanded-salisbury-attac…
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In New Talks, U.S. May Settle for a Nuclear Freeze by North Korea

In New Talks, U.S. May Settle for a Nuclear Freeze by North Korea
The idea taking shape inside the Trump administration would amount to negotiating
a nuclear freeze that essentially enshrines the status quo, tacitly accepting the
North as a nuclear power.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/06/30/world/asia/trump-kim-north-korea-negotiations.html

More than two years ago, Pavel Fuks, a wealthy Ukrainian-Russian developer looking

for ways to attract more investment from the US to his hometown, Kharkiv, Ukraine,

enlisted an especially well-connected American to help him: Rudolph W. Giuliani.

Ukraine Role Focuses New Attention on Giuliani’s Foreign Work
A Ukrainian-Russian developer says he hired the former New York mayor Rudolph
W. Giuliani to lobby. Mr. Giuliani says he never lobbied the U.S. government.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/06/30/us/politics/ukraine-giuliani-foreign-work.html

Karol Cummins
@karolcummins
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Trump Tower Projects

Bailed Out By Russia 1987-2014

Trump’s efforts to establish a hotel in Moscow go back at least to 
1987, when, according to his book The Art of the Deal, he 
discussed the possibility with the Soviet ambassador Yuri 
Dubinin. politico.com/magazine/story…

149 8:06 PM - Jul 1, 2019

132 people are talking about this

Indian diplomat likens Ivanka Trump to 'half-wit Saudi prince' ahead of summit

where she will lead US delegation 

Indian diplomat likens Ivanka Trump to 'half-wit Saudi prince' as she le…
Ivanka Trump has reportedly been likened to a “half-wit” Saudi prince by an Indian
diplomat after it was announced she would lead the US at a summit in southern
India. Donald Trump on Thursday announ…

https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/ivanka-trump-india-summit-half-w…

Pentagon study: Russia outgunning U.S. in race for global influence

A divided America is failing to counter Moscow's efforts to undermine democracy and

cast doubt on U.S. alliances, says the report, which warns of a surge in 'political

warfare.' 

Russia beating U.S. in race for global influence, Pentagon study says
A divided America is failing to counter Moscow's efforts to undermine democracy
and cast doubt on U.S. alliances, says the report, which warns of a surge in
“political warfare.“

https://www.politico.com/story/2019/06/30/pentagon-russia-influence-putin-trump-1535…

‼ Resource‼ 

Russian Strategic Intensions
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https://www.politico.com/f/?id=0000016b-a5a1-d241-adff-fdf908e00001

Now is the time for Democrats to engage on foreign policy - The Washington Post

Yes! I have been posting/ranting about this all morning! 

What say you @TheDemocrats? 

What say you about TOC (Putin/XI/TeamTrump, etc vs Western Liberal Democracy?

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2019/06/30/now-is-time-democrats-engage-…

‼ ICYMI‼ 

Trump 2020 campaign secretly working with former Cambridge Analytica staffers:

AP - Chicago Tribune

Trump 2020 campaign secretly working with former Cambridge Analyti…
A company run by former officials at Cambridge Analytica has quietly been working
for President Donald Trump's 2020 re-election effort.

https://www.chicagotribune.com/nation-world/ct-trump-campaign-cambridge-analytica-…

The lawsuits that could bankrupt the opioid industry

The state of Oklahoma is trying to convince a judge that drugmaker Johnson and

Johnson is legally responsible for the epidemic of addiction and death caused by

opioids
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Opioid Crisis: The lawsuits that could bankrupt manufacturers and dis…
The attorney behind a multibillion-dollar tobacco settlement in 1998 has turned his
attention to the opioid epidemic. And he wants drug companies to pay

https://www.cbsnews.com/news/opioid-crisis-attorney-mike-moore-takes-on-manufactu…

Sanford Health, top Sioux Falls surgeon defrauded millions from government,

complaint alleges

#MedicareFraud Mobsters♥ Medicare

Sanford Health, top Sioux Falls surgeon defrauded millions from gover…
news, sports, opinion, entertainment, business, lifestyle, milestones, obituaries and
weather for Fargo, ND

https://www.inforum.com/news/2736144-Sanford-Health-top-Sioux-Falls-surgeon-defra…

‼ The Mueller Report Vol. II

Tami Burages
@tburages

How about having a few friends over for a barbecue and then 
casually show them a condensed version of the Mueller Report 
Volume II - complete with pictures?

You're free to use mine.  #ReadTheMuellerReport
2,638 10:29 PM - Jun 6, 2019

1,890 people are talking about this

Senator Christopher S. Murphy of Connecticut asked the Senate Foreign Relations

Committee to investigate, accused Mr. Giuliani of “operating a shadow foreign policy

apparatus aimed at influencing upcoming U.S. elections.”

https://www.murphy.senate.gov/download/ukraine-giuliani-letter
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Iran Breaches Limit on Enriched Uranium Under Nuclear Accord

By Nour Al Ali and Ladane Nasseri

Move raises fears of military action amid standoff with U.S.

Tensions have been high since U.S. quit nuclear deal last year

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-07-01/zarif-confirms-iran-

surpassed-caps-on-enriched-uranium-stockpile

Russia outgunning U.S. in race for global influence

A divided America is failing to counter Moscow's efforts to undermine democracy &

cast doubt on US alliances—report warns of a surge in 'political warfare.'

DJT/KJU puppets of Putin/XI

Russia beating U.S. in race for global influence, Pentagon study says
A divided America is failing to counter Moscow's efforts to undermine democracy
and cast doubt on U.S. alliances, says the report, which warns of a surge in
“political warfare.“

https://www.politico.com/story/2019/06/30/pentagon-russia-influence-putin-trump-1535…

For Life Party Viktor Medvedchuk, the Kremlin's closest ally in Ukraine, has

reportedly bought a stake in TV Channel Inter from fugitive oligarch Dmytro Firtash.

Medvedchuk reportedly buys 80% of TV Channel Inter from fugitive oli…
Chairman of the political council of the Opposition Platform – For Life Party Viktor
Medvedchuk, the Kremlin's closest ally in Ukraine, has reportedly bought a stake in
TV Channel Inter from fugitive…

https://www.unian.info/m/politics/10601421-medvedchuk-reportedly-buys-80-of-tv-chan…
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Trump tries to persuade supporters that no deal on China is a win

The president is running for reelection with a major unfulfilled campaign promise —

a trade deal with China.

Trump tries to persuade supporters that no deal on China is a win
The president is running for reelection with a major unfulfilled campaign promise —
a trade deal with China.

https://www.politico.com/story/2019/06/29/g20-trump-xi-jinping-china-trade-1390734

‼ 2018‼ 

Good Riddance to CIA Director Pompeo

Nobody's throwing goodbye parties at Langley for the outgoing boss.

#SunFlower

H/T @louiseMensch

Good Riddance to CIA Director Pompeo
Nobody's throwing goodbye parties at Langley for the outgoing boss.

https://foreignpolicy.com/2018/03/16/good-riddance-to-cia-director-pompeo/

‼ 2017‼ 

CIA issues a correction after Mike Pompeo said Russian meddling 'did not affect the

outcome of the election'

H/T @louiseMensch
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CIA issues a correction after Mike Pompeo said Russian meddling 'did…
After Pompeo said that US intelligence agencies believed Russia's interference in
the 2016 election "did not affect the outcome," the CIA issued a statement.

http://www.businessinsider.com/cia-corrects-mike-pompeo-russia-election-interference…

‼ 2017‼ 

Top former intelligence leaders dismayed over Pompeo meeting with conspiracy

theorist

H/T @louiseMensch

Top former intelligence leaders dismayed over Pompeo meeting with c…
Two of the nation's former top intelligence officials expressed surprise and dismay
Wednesday that President Donald Trump prevailed upon CIA Director Mike
Pompeo to meet with a former National Securi…

https://www.cnn.com/2017/11/08/politics/michael-hayden-james-clapper-mike-pompeo/…

‼ 2018‼ 

Pompeo did meet with the head of Russia's foreign intelligence agency, an official

barred from entering the US under 2014 sanctions, as well as the head of Russia's

internal security agency, 

H/T @cn_merlin

CIA chief met with sanctioned Russian spies, officials confirm
CIA Director Mike Pompeo did meet with the head of Russia's foreign intelligence
agency, an official barred from entering the US under 2014 sanctions, as well as
the head of Russia's internal securit…

https://www cnn com/2018/02/01/politics/pompeo russian spies meeting/index html
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.

https://www.cnn.com/2018/02/01/politics/pompeo-russian-spies-meeting/index.html

#PanamaPapers Vid

FRAMOB
@weedgiesyabass

Replying to @karolcummins @metwying

Have you watched the video that was made after the 
investigation of the #PanamaPapers concluded ? 
Also on YouTube spiderswebfilm.com

5 10:49 PM - Jun 30, 2019

See FRAMOB's other Tweets

Should We Call Detention Centers Concentration Camps? 

A better historical analog would be the internment camps of Vichy France. But that’s

no compliment.

Debating the name is a provocation & does not solve the problem

Opinion | Should We Call Detention Centers Concentration Camps?
A better historical analog would be the internment camps of Vichy France. But
that’s no compliment.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/06/29/opinion/sunday/migrant-kids-concentration-camp…

🏵Great Thread🏵

Justice is Served
@pleasesaveour

Replying to @pleasesaveour

historical parallels should be drawn carefully; what’s happening 
in  Clint, Tex., is not equivalent to what took place in Sobibor, 
Treblinka  or Auschwitz.

There is another historical analog that seems more apt: the 
internment  camps in Vichy France that housed refugees from

4 5:02 PM - Jun 30, 2019

See Justice is Served's other Tweets

Pulitzer Prize worthy Cartoon
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Jason Chatfield
@Jason_Chatfield

Cartoonist Michael DeAdder was just fired from the newspaper 
for this cartoon.

184K 10:08 PM - Jun 29, 2019

99.9K people are talking about this

Turkey's Erdogan says no setback in missile deal with Russia; Trump voices

sympathy

Turkey's Erdogan says no setback in missile deal with Russia; Trump …
Turkey said on Saturday there was no setback in its plan to buy Russian S-400
missile defense systems, despite U.S. opposition.

https://www.cnbc.com/2019/06/29/turkey-erdogan-looking-to-delivery-of-s-400-planes-f…

Pride Parade: 50 Years After Stonewall, a Joyous and Resolute Celebration

Amid a rainbow palette and high spirits, there was sober awareness of the past

struggles and present-day challenges faced by the L.G.B.T.Q. community. 
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via @NYTimes

Pride Parade: 50 Years After Stonewall, a Joyous and Resolute Celebr…
Amid a rainbow palette and high spirits, there was sober awareness of the past
struggles and present-day challenges faced by the L.G.B.T.Q. community.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/06/30/nyregion/nyc-pride-parade.html?smid=nytcore-io…

‼ Excellent Resource‼ 

Brett Kavanaugh and the Information Terrorists Trying to Reshape America |

WIRED

Brett Kavanaugh and the Information Terrorists Trying to Reshape Am…
The network architecture built in Gamergate helped propel Trump to the presidency
and fuel conspiracies like Pizzagate and QAnon. Now it’s backing Brett
Kavanaugh.

https://www.wired.com/story/information-terrorists-trying-to-reshape-america/

Democratic presidential contenders slam Trump for his meeting with North Korea’s

Kim Jong Un

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/democratic-presidential-contenders-slam-tru…

A drought revealed a palace thousands of years old submerged in an Iraq reservoir

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/history/2019/06/30/drought-revealed-palace-thousan…

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿

This 13-year-old opened a bakery. For every cupcake he sells, he gives one to the

homeless.
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Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/2019/06/25/this-year-old-opened-bakery-eve…

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿

WTAE-TV Pittsburgh
@WTAE

"I'm at the lieutenant governor's pool y'all" The pool at Lt. 
Governor John Fetterman's mansion is now 
open!@giselefetterman is accepting requests from nonprofits, 
summer camps and organizations that wouldn't typically have 
access to a swimming pool.

556 1:30 AM - Jun 27, 2019

136 people are talking about this

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿

Glenn Kirschner
@glennkirschner2
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Hope you all don’t mind a slightly more personal tweet. So many 
of you have expressed a need to tune out for a while rather that 
let the anger and frustration continue to rise inside you. I am so 
with you, my friends.  Here’s my coping mechanism today before 
I head to the studio:

5,637 4:07 PM - Jun 30, 2019

2,116 people are talking about this

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿

H/T @rootb3er

Alisha 
@Cptnrwrpnts

Hummingbird tongue slo-mo
179 8:13 PM - Jun 30, 2019

53 people are talking about this

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿

H/T @strong_Sue 
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Sue Strong 
@strong_sue

#PAM #PAMFAM @karolcummins how to enjoy the weekend  
Day 

6 10:05 PM - Jun 30, 2019

See Sue Strong 's other Tweets

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿

Roxy
@roxydavis99

@karolcummins @MargaretHardwi5 @GeorgieRabbits You’re 
welcome. twitter.com/janeygodley/st…

Janey Godley @JaneyGodley
Replying to @PARISDENNARD @IvankaTrump
Here’s some Scottish comedy for you and how some of the UK sees 
Ivanka at “work” also @AOC  has actually worked and paid tax - we 
laugh at you from over here - this comedy writes itself 
#janeygodleyvoiceOver #funny

34 10:38 PM - Jun 30, 2019

18 people are talking about this
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Booh - Believe!! Have Faith! Trust!
@mikes_booh

@CatsChocolates @starree @LuluLemew @Chance_2O19 
@BelievnTheDream @LVFREW @arabnhorse1 @mikes_booh  
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@karolcummins #PAM #PAMFAM --  A bit of fluff.  A Puffin 
Chick.

Oh Cats,  the Puffin egg hatched.  Here is a photo from the cam.  
(Explore.org)

14 10:32 PM - Jun 30, 2019

See Booh - Believe!! Have Faith! Trust!'s other Tweets

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿

Y byakuya
@Y_byakuya

If I can stop one heart from breaking,
I shall not live in vain; 
If I can ease one life the aching, 
Or cool one pain,
Or help one fainting robin 
Unto his nest again,
I shall not live in vain.
―  Emily Dickinson#Photography   #Nature
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607 people are talking about this
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Tim O'Brien
@TimOBrien

I was clearly late to all of the primo #unwantedivanka memes...
9,405 12:34 PM - Jul 1, 2019

3,073 people are talking about this

🌿#Vermeer🌿
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#PAM #PAMFAM #Vermeer

Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

#Vermeer

Jan Vermeer was born 1632 and died 1675 in Delft, Netherlands. 

Johanna’s Vermeer - Self Portrait at age 30

#PAM #PAMFAM #Vermeer
81 7:44 PM - Aug 2, 2018

33 people are talking about this

🌳Breathe🌳

Monday, Monday, what does the week hold? 

I hope NY has some bombshells locked and loaded & ready to drop. 

That would be amaze balls. 

Mirror-mirror on the wall, is it Trump Org or Trump Foundation? 

I guess we will see! 

Sleep well.

#TeamPatriot
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Huge shout out to #TeamNutShellReport #TeamPatriot TY! @pleasesaveour

@kim585 @mikes_booh @SuzanneWinland @McSercy @anathymadevice @starree

@smp0312 @BelievnTheDream @geekgirlden @leesgirl9 @Texdj123 @tbrennan666

@modernhomesla @tammy_sager @MauiMeow00 @Geurtie @lennoxskyler

@threadreaderapp unroll please and TY! 

#NutShellReport

#ThePatriotTimes
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Apologies in advance if I don’t respond to your reply- my notifications clog & don’t

load. DM me or @ me again to get my attn if important. Thank you.

July 1, 2019

Rest well #TeamPatriot #USVIA
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